Chapter III

Page 4. Line 1 (text p.3 bottom) fill in blank
Page 6. Line 2-3 (text p.5) is it desirable to use both "however" and "furthermore" in the same sentence?

Page 8. TABLE not furnished
Page 11. Line 3 (text p.7) should "but" be deleted?
Page 11. Line 7 (text p.9) "posture"?
Page 14. TABLE(S) not furnished
Page 16. CHARTS 1-4 ""
Page 18. CHARTS 5-9 ""
Page 20. CHART 10 not furnished

Beginning with page 22 (text p.16), it was not clear whether headings were continuation of numbered sections, or subheadings under section 1. I handled them as new sections (4 ff), beginning each on a new page. Treated as subheads

Page 22. Paragraph 4-5 (text p.16) check sentence for clarity
Page 24. Line 2+1 from bottom (text p.19) should this have begun a new paragraph?
Page 30. Line 10 (text p.24) was insert "born"?
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p. 6 last line (test p. 5) Is there a word or (even) line missing? Sentence doesn't make sense.

p. 8 Table not provided

p. 12 Line 5 (test p. 10) Could not read the insertion, so took a wild guess. Check!


p. 14 (15?) Tables not provided

p. 13 Line 14 See & above.

p. 15 CHARTS not provided

p. 16 Line 5 (test p. 12) See & above.

p. 16 Line 7 (test p. 12) fill in blank

p. 16 Line 11 (" p. 11) See & above

p. 17 Line 16 (test p. 13) fill in blank (also "shown"

p. 19 Line 3 (test p. 14 bottom) is a line missing?

Sentence nonsensical.